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In order that the proceedings of the Convention may be carried out
without undue delay, the following Standing Orders will be submitted
for Adoption to the members at the opening of the Convention.
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1. The Proposer of a Resolution or of an Amendment may speak for five
minutes, but not more than five minutes.
2. A member other than the Proposer of a Resolution or Amendment may
not exceed three minutes.
3. The Proposer of a Resolution or of an Amendment may speak a second
time for three minutes before a vote is taken, but no other Member may
speak a second time on the same Resolution or Amendment.
4. The Chairman may, at any time he considers a matter has been sufficiently
discussed call on the Proposer (after which a vote must be taken).
5. Standing Orders shall not be suspended for the purpose
of considering any matter not on the Agenda.
6. That the Business of the A.G.M. be conducted between 7.30 p.m. to 10.00 p.m.
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4.
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5.
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6.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
7.
JOINT TREASURERS
8.
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9.
PRO
10.
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11.
REGISTRAR
12.
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DELEGATES TO COUNTY BOARD
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SECRETARY’S REPORT
A Caithaoirleach, Oifigigh, hAithreacha agus
Baill, ba mhaith liom failte a chuir romhaibh go
leir go dti ár Cruinniu Ginearlta Bliantúil a
cheilúradh agus machnamh a dhéanamh ar bhliain
iontach le haghaidh Cumann Dr Crócaigh. Seo é
mo thuarascáil ar imeachtaí an Cummann i rith na
bliana 2011.
It is my privilege to welcome you all here tonight
to celebrate and contemplate on Club Activities
both on and off the field in 2011 - a hugely
successful 125th year for our Club. It was
particularly special for me to hold the position of
Secretary this year as my mother Anne O’Shea
was Club Secretary in 1986 when Dr Crokes
celebrated 100 years in existence. Sincere
congratulations are extended to our U21
footballers who successfully won the County
Championship for the first time since that year 25
years ago, and to our Senior Team on winning
back-to-back County Championships for the first
time since 1913/1914.
12 months ago when we gathered here we were
still hopeful of becoming Munster Club
Champions for the year 2010, That was not to be,
but the immediate sense of disappointment on
that bleak January day in Mallow was very
quickly replaced with pride at the progress and
achievements of the Club in 2010 and the hope
that what we all knew to be a great team would be
stronger and hungry for success in 2011 - and they
did not disappoint…
SENIOR TEAM: The team did not have much
time to sit back and relax after an extended season
the previous year, as their 2011 campaign began
with EK Junior League 2 weeks later. The first
game of the county league in early March was a
double fixture incorporating the 2010 County
League Final. This was a valuable win for our
Senior Footballers and set the tone for the year
ahead. The team and mentors took a short
break to Spain in early April - a well-deserved
“bonding” weekend which must have been very
calm & relaxed as we did not hear too much about
events on the return home!
Senior Championship kicked off with the first
round played away to Gneeveguilla on Sun, 12
June. We ran out comfortable winners in this
game which also produced “that goal” from
Colm Cooper which turned out to be an internet
sensation – it has had 41,523 views on You-tube
to date.. well worth the entrance fee for the huge
crowd in attendance! Aside from this, it was a
tremendous team display and the Croke
supporters were happy to come away victorious.
The next round draw brought us head to head with
South Kerry in Cahersiveen, and what a proud
day for the large travelling contingent. The team
were to be admired for their discipline as well as
the performance on the day.
Prior to the next round we had a disappointing
defeat to Rathmore in the Semi Final of the Club
Championship after letting them back into the
game despite a large half time lead so all eggs
were again in the County Championship basket if

we were to progress through to Munster. A late
point from the boot of Kieran O’Leary v Austin
Stacks put us through to the Semi Final v West
Kerry which also turned out to be a titanic battle,
again pulling through by one single point to put us
into our 3rd County Final in 3 years, this year
against Mid Kerry. Sunday 30th October proved
to be a day that will live long in the memories for
all the right reasons as we put ourselves firmly on
the map as the best Senior club in the County.
What a day for all involved - the players,
mentors, back-room staff, officers and supporters
young & old, and all duly celebrated in style. A
busy few weeks were to follow as we progressed
through the Munster Club Competition with
victories away to Ballinacourty and home to
Kilmurry-Ibrikane before the dream fixture for
neutrals was played out in the Munster Final in
Fitzgerald Stadium when we faced Cork
Champions UCC. After a slow start, we found
our feet about 15 minutes into the game and never
looked back, finishing the game well in control
and securing our 4th Munster Title. We
progressed through the O’Donoghue Cup with
wins v Legion and Glenflesk and are currently
preparing for next Sunday’s O’Donoghue Cup
Final when this particular team are striving for 6
East Kerry Championships in a row with a fixture
v Rathmore - no mean feat.
Crossmaglen Rangers await in the All Ireland
Semi Final fixed for Portlaoise on Saturday, 18
February, we know that we are more than capable
of making it through to Croke Park on 17th March
& our destiny lies is in our own hands… to Harry,
Denis, Donie, Enda, Luke and the rest of team we
wish you the best and will support you all the way.
JUNIOR TEAM: As per the Junior Report, the
team had a mixed year - with disappointments in
the final of the EK League and 1st round of the
Molyneaux Cup. The Juniors performed well
throughout the County League and were
unfortunate not to reach the knock out stages of
this competition. We feel that this competition
should be monitored more closely with teams
being penalised more severely for not fielding
teams in particular in the latter stages when their
lack of effort in showing up affects other results.
The highlight was the retaining of the O’Sullivan
Cup in a hard fought encounter v Spa, coming out
with a one point win. Congratulations to mentors
and players and here’s to a more successful 2012.
U21: What a tremendous year for the U21s,
County Champions for only the second time in the
Club history. They kept us on the edge of our seats
all year with last minute penalties, super long
range points and fisted goals in the dying minutes
securing victories along the way. Good wishes
are extended to David Neeson who picked up a
nasty injury in the quarter final v Kerins
O’Rahillys and we hope that he is back to full
fitness very soon. Congratulations to players and
management on a tremendous achievement.
MINOR: While the U21s were coming out the
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right side of close encounters during the year,
unfortunately the Minors were at the other side,
losing out by a `single point in the final of the
County League, combined EKL & Championship
final, and quarter final of the County
Championship in which they were beaten by the
eventual winners. The team put in a trojan
season, with their first game in mid-February and
their last in mid-December. With huge gaps in
between, the management did a great job in
keeping the momentum going but we hope that
2012 will be kinder and that we can turn these
narrowest of defeats into great victories.
JUVENILES: What a hectic year for the Juvenile
section of the Club. The detailed team reports
included in this booklet just show what a superb
effort is being put in behind the scenes from U16
right down to Saturday morning training sessions
for U6-U10s under the guidance of Terry Potts,
Gerard O’Shea and Coaching officer John
O’Shea. As in previous years a well-attended
Coaching Seminar was conducted in February to
give new coaches a structure and returning
coaches some fresh ideas. Activities for our
younger players continued throughout the year
with huge attendances at our Easter and Summer
Camps - thanks to our many teenage coaches for
their time and patience with the youngsters over
the three days. Day trips during the year included
attending blitz in Strand Road, Castleisland
Desmonds, Dromtarriffe, as well as a trip to the
summit of Torc during the Summer and the now
annual trip to Derrynane Sea Sports for our U12s
to name but a few. Our hugely successful U8 Go
Games continued this year, with the Club hosting
Legion and Spa on 3 consecutive Mondays in
June which is thoroughly enjoyed by the young
players. Trip to Croker: At the end of April as
part of a Munster Council Initiative Coiste na nOg
Mentors applied for U12 footballers and hurlers to
take part in a 3-game blitz in GAA headquarters
and what a couple of days these young players
experienced. They did their Club proud by
playing some of the best hurling and football their
Mentors had seen to date and what a place to do
it! Hopefully we will have a return to Croke Park
for these players in the Green & Gold in the not
too distant future. Also in April our U8s & U10s
attended a very special occasion in Tralee when a
plaque was unveiled to Dr Thomas William
Croke at a ceremony at his ancestral home in the
Square, Tralee.The ceremony was performed by
current GAA Patron, Dr Dermot Clifford and
organised by Kerry Archaeological and Historical
Society, Kerry County Committee and Tralee
Town Council. The gathering was also addressed
by our own Fr. Tom Looney and was attended by
over 100 Crokes Juveniles and Coaches, fresh
from morning matches against Kerins O’Rahillys
and sporting the Black and Amber. Also in
attendance was Club President, John Moynihan.
The children represented the very essence of the
GAA and their good behaviour and attention to
the ceremony and blessing were a credit to
themselves and the Dr Crokes Club,

a fact remarked upon by a number of the
attendees. Another exciting event was the visit of
Paschal Sheehy and the RTE crew to view one of
our Saturday morning sessions prior to the
All-Ireland Final. They came to see what kind of
juvenile structures were required to produce the
best players in the country! All our underage
players were then escorted to the Fitzgerald
Stadium for the final training session of the Kerry
team and in particular to see their own Croke
heroes in action. This wasn’t their only trip to the
Fitzgerald Stadium during the year as for all
County championship matches for the remainder
of the year our U6 to U10 players convened at the
Dr Croke pitch, afforded a guard of honour to our
Senior players before finding their spot on the
terrace to support the Black & Amber in unison.
Many thanks to Terry Potts and John O’Shea for
organising this as I know the Senior management
were very appreciative of the gesture. The season
finished with an in-house blitz followed by a
presentation of a special 125 Medal to each
youngster by Colm Cooper with the help of some
Croke legends - a day that each child will
remember I am sure. Help is always welcome at
underage level, in particular we are struggling in
attracting mentors for our girls teams and we have
a huge number of girls participating in all age
groups - hopefully some of the members here
tonight can volunteer their services in this area or
we will start losing our girls to competitors.
Congratulations also to all our underage players
who took part in Kerry Development squads this
year in both hurling & football.
HURLERS: The Senior Hurlers had a poor year
on the playing fields, with both Senior and Junior
teams relinquishing their South Kerry titles by
narrow margins. Huge congratulations to our U14
Hurlers who captured the County League Div. 1
title in their first year competing in the division in
a tense thrilling final. Well done to all involved in
establishing strong coaching structures at under
age level, and is great to see the results of all the
hard work. Congratulations to panelist Patrick
O’Keeffe on his victory in the Christy Ring Cup,
and to Seanie O’Shea on being selector of this
victorious Kerry team and also his appointment as
Kerry Minor Hurling Manager for 2012.
EVENTS: A special 125 Events Committee was
formed last year under the guidance of Der
Brosnan and they were kept busy all year long.
The year commenced with a Club Mass in
January, followed in February by a 125 Black Tie
Banquet which was heralded as one of the
greatest Social occasions in the Clubs History.
MC for the evening, Mícheál Ó Muircheartaigh
kept proceedings moving along as Uachtaran
CLG Christy Cooney and Chathaoirligh CLG
Chiarrai Jerome Conway both paid tributes to the
club on their many achievements. Entertainment
was first class and the participation of the
600-strong attendance was magical. Club Patron
Murt O’Shea and President John Moynihan
jointly cut the 125 celebration cake. A well
prepared souvenir booklet, co-ordinated by
Eamonn Fitzgerald was produced for the night
which was an update of the clubs history from the
last publication in the late 90’s. A tremendous
slide show of years of photographs, many taken
from the archives of Paddy O’Shea and digitised
by Terry Potts was warmly appreciated by all.
Club Awards for 2010 were presented on the night
to Club person of the year - Vincent Casey; Senior
Player of the year - Shane Myers; Young Player of
the year - Chris Brady; Junior player - PJ Lawlor;
Lady player of the year - Joanne Spillane; Hurler
of the year - Keith Curtin and Supporter of the
year - Fr. Tom Looney. The Junior team received
their O’Sullivan Cup medals as well as the
presentation of O’Donoghue cup medals and
County Championship medals to our Senior team.
125 Celebrations continued throughout the year
with a huge turnout of the young & not so young
for our St Patricks Day parade, in which we
won the “Killer O’Callaghan” best sporting
organisation for the second year in a row. Both
the County Board & East Kerry Board held
monthly Meetings in our Clubhouse during

the year, the annual Golf Classic was again a
tremendous success, we had a very enjoyable
“Night at the Races” in July with Club members
being entertained in the Corporate Suite with
nibbles, drinks & a few tips before Jason Fallon
got everyone on the dance floor to finish off a
lovely evening which hopefully may become an
annual event, the Club BBQ was again a fantastic
social occasion with Pat Kenneally & assistants
excelling in the food department as usual, Seamie
Doc & Karl keeping the glasses full, and Jackie
O’Mahony entertaining the masses - definitely an
afternoon to look forward to each year. The
Christmas Quiz was also well attended and as
well as all these activities, our hard working
Events Committee organised Halloween &
Christmas parties for the juveniles, and fed our
Senior team after training sessions & challenge
games. Thank you to all the ladies behind the
scenes who keep the show on the road and
everything is done just with that little bit of class
and enthusiasm.
IT: Our IT experts have been busier than ever
this year - John C has been a major help to
management teams with the videoing of games
and obtaining stats. In addition, our Website had
been updated to a new look, easy to negotiate site
and Social media sites such as Facebook and
Twitter are continuously updated with match
results and any new information on Club activities
for which supporters both at home and abroad are
most grateful.
SPONSORSHIP
&
FINANCE:
Our
Sponsorship deal with the INEC has thankfully
proven to be a highly successful one both from
our point of view and theirs as the progress of our
Senior team in particular guides us towards a
national stage and long may this continue to be
the case. The Lotto continues to be our main
source of Income - thank you to the hard-working
Committee and all the sellers and groups of
members who give of their time to check the
tickets on Sunday evenings, it is greatly
appreciated. A novel fund-raiser this year was a
Scrap metal collection, which was organised
mainly by the Hurling section of the Club and in
particular Niall O’Mara who worked very hard
both coming up to the day and on the day itself.
Thank you to the members who contributed to the
collection and those who helped with the transport
and depositing of the metal. The Club financiers
are well aware that purse strings have had to be
tightened in the current economic environment
and are always tremendously grateful to all our
members for their continued support in any fund
raising activities undertaken by the Club which
are a necessity to enable us keep our balance
sheets in order and our facilities in the pristine
condition required for a top class Club.
ASAP: Thank you to Chairman of the ASAP
Committee Eamonn Fitzgerald, Secretary Eileen
Buckley and Committee members for the time
they have put in to the draft of our Club ASAP
policy which was adopted by the Club Executive
at our December meeting. A Copy of club policy
is available to download on the Club website or is
available from the Secretary if any member
requires a hard copy.
Congratulations to all Dr Croke players who also
wore the Green and Gold with pride this year. To
Seniors Colm Cooper, Eoin Brosnan, Kieran
O’Leary, Daithi Casey and Johnny Buckley congratulations on your Munster Championship
medal and commiserations on the heart-breaking
defeat in the All Ireland final.
For the following, I will borrow the words of my
own favourite Croke “legend” Paddy O’Shea as
he brings Dr Croke history books up to date with
recent developments in Club & County.
“At the Kerry County Board Convention held on
Monday, 12 December in the Malton Hotel
Killarney, Dr Croke Clubman Patrick “Tatler”
O’Sullivan was elected Chairman of the County
Board with a clear-cut victory with votes
submitted by all the Clubs in Kerry. A great result
for Patrick but also a significant moment for the
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Dr Crokes Club because it adds another item to
what seems to be history repeating itself after a
hundred years - judge for yourself. Founded in
1886 the Dr Croke Club was a very strong unit of
the Association in the early years, but it wasn’t
until 1901 after winning their first Co.
Championship that it really made its mark in the
County, and Countrywide. Between 1901 and
1915, the Club won four Co. Championships 1901, 1912, 1913 & 1914 and we had a number of
players on all of Kerry’s 5 All-Ireland winning
teams during that period. Crokes forward Dick
Fitzgerald was recognised as Ireland’s greatest
footballer and the Club was honoured when Dr
Croke Clubman, Eugene O’Sullivan served as
Chairman of the County Board from 1903-1908.
On reaching its Centenary year in 1986, the Club
with one hundred years of unbroken service was
still a strong unit in the Association and seemed to
be coming back to its high profile of the early
years… The Senior team won four Co.
Championships - 1991, 2000, 2010 & 2011, four
Munster Club Championships - 1990, 1991, 2006
& 2011 and an All Ireland Club Championship in
1992. Again, they had a number of players on
Kerry’s four All Ireland winning teams, Dr
Crokes forward Colm “Gooch” Cooper is
recognised as Ireland’s greatest footballer and
again a Crokes man is honoured when elected
Chairman of the County Board for a 5-year term a position that a member of the Dr Crokes Club
only held once before - in 1903-1908”. To Patrick
and Colm - congratulations on your achievements
and best of luck with your endeavors with Kerry
this year. We look forward to September when
one of our own will hopefully climb the steps of
the Hogan stand to accept the Sam Maguire.
This year the Club Executive had to update our
Trustees in both Deerpark and Lewis Road which
turned out to be a bigger job than any of us
expected and I wish to express my sincere
gratitude to Eoin and Niall Brosnan for both the
time and the invaluable advice they offer to the
Club on a continuous basis without question and
with great patience.
I wish to offer my sympathies to the Courtney
family on the recent passing of our Vice President,
Patsy - a gentleman and a great Croke man. At the
turn of the Club year, we also remember all our
members who have suffered bereavements in the
past 12 months - Ar dheis Dé go raibh a
n-anamacha uaisle.
As I conclude a most enjoyable term as Secretary,
I wish to thank all my fellow officers for their
hard work throughout the year and also for their
help to me over the past 3 years, it is really
appreciated. In particular, to John Keogh and
Moss Harmon who are always at the other end of
the phone and available to me in times when I
might have needed that extra bit of help.. e.g. in
the lead up to a Dublin v Kerry All Ireland final!!
I also wish to give a special mention to the
“Hurler on the Ditch”, whose synopsis of Club
activities and whose eye for that perfect picture
were always something to look forward to
throughout a hectic year.. if anyone hasn’t read
the articles or seen the pictures on the website yet
I would advise that you check it out under 125
Anniversary.. a job well done Matt. I wish to
acknowledge the time and more time that our
Chairman Vincent Casey puts in to day to day
running of this hugely successful Club, which is
now a business in itself. I know it was his
intention to spread the workload to more
sub-committees in the past year, and I hope that
this happens in the year ahead.
The future is bright.. and we look forward to more
games to be played and more friends to be made
in the year ahead.. na Crócaigh abú!
Is Mise,
Áine Mhic Mhathúna
Runaí

SENIOR TEAM FOOTBALL REPORT
East Kerry League
Our senior team had its first outing of the 2011 season on 25th February against Gneeveguilla in the East Kerry League. Over the course of
four weeks, we beat Gneeveguilla 3-9 to 0-9, and then lost to Currow (0-8 to 0-10), Kilcummin (0-7 to 1-15) and Kenmare (0-7 to 0-12).
County League
Dr Crokes
1-15
Kerins O Rahillys
0-10
Strangely, we began this competition with a county league final.
Dr Crokes
3-9
Laune Rangers
2-11
As last year’s final was delayed due to the bad weather, it was
Annascaul
2-6
Dr Crokes
3-13
agreed to “double up” this year’s opening fixture with last year’s
Dr Crokes
2-12
Rathmore
0-10
final. In a fast and open encounter at home to Kerins O’ Rahillys,
Legion
1-13
Dr Crokes
0-7
we eventually ran out comfortable winners by an 8 point margin.
Dr Crokes
0-9
Austin Stacks
1-12
Having topped the table for two years in a row, we finally ended
An Ghaeltacht
1-13
Dr Crokes
1-15
up with our just rewards. This year, our approach to the county
Dr Crokes
0-9
Ardfert
2-9
league was very much dictated to us by the availability of players.
Dingle
0-9
Dr Crokes
0-6
When we were at full strength, we didn’t lose a game. However, at St Michael’s Filemore
1-16
Dr Crokes
0-4
one stage we were missing as many as 13 players from a potential
Dr Crokes
1-7
Gneeveguilla
1-10
starting 15 (due to 5 players involved with Kerry, players that were
out of the country and players that were injured). The benefit of this situation was that many of the “squad players” were given an
opportunity to get experience of playing at this level. However, we were aware of this earlier on in the year and decided that retaining
our Div 1 status was a more realistic goal for this competition in 2011 and we achieved this goal.
Club Championship
This remains as the competition that we haven’t been able to do well in. I’m sure that we can make many excuses for our lack of success I’ve certainly heard enough of them over the last three years. This year, having beaten Gneeveguilla in the quarter final, we lost to
Rathmore in the semi-final - a game that we had won a number of times before eventually allowing them to take it away from us in the
last few minutes. Unfortunately, this was a game where we were trying to get the team back together after a long summer of absence and
it possibly came a week or two too early for us. Interestingly, however, it could also be argued that this loss was the catalyst that led to a
back-to-back County Championship.
County Championship
Round one:
Gneeveguilla 1-10
Dr Crokes
1-16
We opened with a blistering ten minutes where Colm scored one of the
Round three:
South Kerry 0-6
Dr Crokes
0-11
goals of the year and led at half time by 1-9 to 0-4. Gneeveguilla came
Quarter Final:
Dr Crokes
1-14
Austin stacks 1-13
back strongly in the second half but our ability to keep the scoreboard
Semi Final:
Dr Crokes
0-13
West Kerry 1-9
ticking over helped us to run out eventual winners by 1-16 to 1-10.
Final:
Dr Crokes
2-8
Mid Kerry
0-9
Our next outing was away to South Kerry in Cahirciveen. On a near
perfect day for football, this game turned out to be a tough championship encounter where no quarter was asked for or given. To hold such
a team to only 0-6 for 60 minutes says much about our backs who, on the day, were disciplined and tenacious. To go to Cahirciveen and
win in that manner spoke volumes about how far these players have come.
Our quarter final against Austin Stacks was always going to be difficult. Having lost to us last year they were always going to wait in the
long grass for us. This performance once again demonstrated the character in the team, especially, after conceding a very dubious goal late
in the game, Kieran O Leary answered his critics by scoring two fantastic points to help us win by the narrowest of margins.
The semi-final will be remembered by many of us as a tight affair where we won yet again by the narrowest of margins. Sadly, more of
us will remember this game as “Bawny’s” last game for West Kerry. Brendan O Driscoll RIP was a tenacious, hard-working wing forward
who we had highlighted prior to the game for his tackling and work-rate around the field. He played a significant role for West Kerry in
the semi-final and on the following Sunday he collapsed during a game involving his club Annascaul. He died a number of days later. A
significant number of players and club members paid their respects to his family at his home in Annascaul and it was very moving to visit
his house less than two weeks after our semi-final to see him laid out with his jersey beside him. Ar dheis Dé go raibh a anam.
County Final day 2011 saw us back in the Fitzgerald Stadium. A great day for all the Crokes – many thanks to Terry and co. for organising
the guard of honour for the team as they made their way across from ‘Lewis Road’ to the stadium. It was a day when we were clinical at
both ends of the field, a day when the “weak full back line” produced the man of the match and when the “townie forwards” grabbed a
number of goals that ultimately made the difference between the teams.
It was another night to remember as we paraded through the town and yet, in the back of the players’ minds there was still a sense that this
was a means to another end - a step further towards the goal that had been agreed at the start of the year. So, back-to-back titles - we could
finally say it in public, the dream had become a new reality!
O’ Donoghue Cup
In the quarter final we played against the Legion in Direen. We won on a scoreline of 1-14 to 0-5 on a day when we showed, a week before
the Munster Club final, how much this competition still means to our club. We played with a strong wind in the first half and led by 0-7 to
0-2. Our second half performance was much more clinical at both ends of the field and with 15 minutes to go we led 1-9 to 0-5 following
a cracking goal from Colm. We closed out the last 15 minutes on a scoreline of 0-5 to 0-0. In a replay of last year’s semi-final we played
Glenflesk on the 18th December. Glenflesk’s defensive tactics made the first half a low scoring affair where they led 1-4 to 0-6. The
second half was a very different story as we started with four unanswered points and the writing was on the wall when Kieran O’Leary
scored a goal after ten minutes. The final scoreline of 1-14 to 1-4 allowed us to introduce some younger players to O’ Donoghue Cup
football. The final is fixed for January 22nd in the Fitzgerald Stadium where we will play Rathmore.
Munster Club Championship
2011 started out for us training in the frost and snow as we prepared for Nemo Rangers and the 2010 Munster Club Final. An
administrative nightmare led to the cancellation and refixing of this game eventually for Jan 30th in Mallow and yet another frozen pitch!
On the day, as the team bus reached Mallow town, the start time was moved from 2.00 to 3.00 and, when we thought that we had overcome
this obstacle, extra time in the curtain raiser led to a further delay with an eventual start time of 3.45. In the first half, nothing went right for
us and everything Nemo Rangers touched turned to gold ! Half time score 1-13 to 0-3. The response from the team in the second half set
the tone for what was to follow in this year’s competition. After an heroic performance, we eventually went down by two points - Nemo
Rangers 1-15 Dr Crokes 1-13
This year’s campaign began in Dungarvan against Ballinacourty from Waterford. They threw everything against us in the first half and we
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did well to go in at half time leading 0-6 to 0-4. The large number of travelling supporters was treated to a few minutes of magic at the start
of the second half by Colm where he scored 2-1 and effectively ended the game as a contest. A great all round performance saw us finish
on a scoreline of 3-13 to 0-7. Keeping them to 0-7 was a credit to our backs playing as a unit with Eoin in particular cancelling out their
main threat.
Our semi final opponents were the seasoned campaigners from Kilmurry Ibrickane who came with a level of intensity and a style of play
that took us a while to get used to. However, in the last 15 minutes of the game, while down a player, we upped our game considerably and
scored four points without reply to win 0-12 to 0-9. Once again our club put on a display in the way our grounds were presented on the
day. Everything ran smoothly due to the organisation behind the scenes - everyone should take a bow!
The Muster Final was a strange affair for a number of reasons: Johnny and Daithi played against their “other teammates” and the scoreline
reflected a rare event when two teams went out to outscore each other - no “unscientific players” on view here, Dick. Supporters and
neutrals were treated to a fast flowing, high scoring demonstration of skill from both teams. While we were delighted to see the team put
on such a show, we were even more delighted to prove a point to ourselves that we spoke about at the start of the year. The “Bishop” now
had the company of “Michael O’Connor” for the Christmas !
Summary
Another year over, a new one just begun ....
As I write another annual senior team report, I feel a sense of déjà vu. Yet again, we find ourselves facing into January football. Once
again, we find ourselves completing a competition from the previous year - this time it’s the O’ Donoghue Cup. However, rather than
facing into a Munster final, this year we are delighted to be looking forward to an All-Ireland semi-final. With all the talk of the Winter
Break for inter-county players, the price of success for the all involved in our club senior team is that there is really no such thing as a
winter break. At one stage we were even looking at a match on St Stephen’s Day !
The year gone by has seen a real focus on Championship football by the squad. Our number one priority at the start of the year, following
the defeat to Nemo Rangers, was to get back to another Munster Final to prove a point to ourselves. In order to do that, we had to put all
our energy into winning the county championship again. It wasn’t going to be easy and it would require a huge effort. In the end, losing the
club championship game to Rathmore proved to be a blessing in disguise as it closed the door on the other route to the Munster Club
Championship. There was now no other option but to bring the ‘Bishop’ home again !
If there’s one thing that has come out over the last few years it is that this group of players have matured and have developed a strong sense
of character. There is leadership to be seen throughout the field now and, it could be argued that, they have developed an ability to raise
their game to another level when put under pressure. This was evident in a number of county championship games and during the Munster
Club Championship. It probably tested the hearts and blood pressure among the supporters but sure it would be no fun if it was easy.
This time, three years ago, we were approached to take over as the senior management team - sometimes it seems like those three years
have gone by very quickly. During that time, we have received tremendous support from within the club. In particular, Vince Casey, our
Chairman, has always looked after us well. The committee have always supported any requests we have made and the “ladies” have put in
a huge amount of time looking after the much-needed refreshments after training when the evenings become dark. There is also a large
group within the club membership that have always been quick with the supportive words and the encouraging texts and for that we are
very grateful. These true supporters will never know the real value of their contribution to the success of the team - suffice it to say, it
has been an important piece of the jigsaw. It would be remiss of us not to mention Brian O’Callaghan and John C who have given very
generously of their time during our time with the Senior Team. Brian has freely made his expertise available throughout this time. He is
always keeping an eye on the players’ medical needs and his experience of being with the team over the years has always been very useful.
John C has helped us to take our preparation levels and match analysis up to a very high level. The hours of work that are involved in
designing and developing this side of our preparation are hard to calculate - and he is always looking to make it better - thanks, John C.
After our exit to Rathmore in the Club Championship, one of the best moves of the year was made. Peter “The Head” O’Brien was asked
to join the management team as goalkeeping coach. His expertise and encouragement has been invaluable not only to the goalkeepers but
to all the players and he now patrols the sideline keeping all the backs on their toes. Thanks Peter as we have a 100% record since you
joined us.
To all the players who have shown tremendous dedication throughout the year we say thank you. Your hard work has paid dividends so far
but we have unfinished business so lets give it one more huge effort. A special thank you to the small group who kept training throughout
the summer in the belief that it would all come together after September (poor Luke was wondering if it would ever come together).
Finally, to our families, who put up with our regular absence over the last three years,
we say: thanks a million for being our greatest supporters.
Harry O Neill, Denis Coleman, Donie O’Leary, Enda Ward
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JUNIOR FOOTBALL REPORT
The football year just past can be best described as a mixed year for the Junior Team. Performances varied dramatically throughout
the year and the poor showings can mainly be attributed to poor attitude. We also had to field teams without some senior players due
to weekend clashes with the Senior Teams schedule. This is unfortunate, but a necessary evil, the first 15 is the priority. Our Senior
side are creating history for club, and have formed a very strong outfit when at full strength. In order to maintain our position as the
top club in Kerry, greater emphasis needs to be placed on the Junior team by players so that they can make the step up to Senior
Football and to push those already in the first fifteen.
As usual for the Juniors, the year began with the East Kerry League. In the league stages we topped Div 1 with a full compliment of
10 points and thus qualified for the final, with Rathmore progressing to be our opponents. The final was played in Kilcummin and
following a disappointing display, we were beaten by 4 points by a better Rathmore side.
We also competed in Division 1 of the Junior County League. This competition is one in which we should be performing better in.
We failed to qualify for the knock out stages due to losses in games which we should have won. We finished joint 4th but did not
qualify as we had previously been beaten by the team who had the same number of points. While we have only ourselves to blame
for not qualifying for the latter stages, the Junior Management would like to highlight that other off field events transpired against
us. Our Junior side completed the full compliment of games in the league and facilitated other teams so as to not encounter
walkovers. The same cannot be said of other teams who failed to field and thus had an effect on the final standings in the league
table.
The Molyneaux Cup is also a source of frustration as again we failed to progress passed the first round. We played Kernis
O’Rahillys in Tralee and were well beaten on the night. As this is the county championship for our Junior team, we need to be
performing better in this competition.
The highlight of the year for the Junior team came in winning the East Kerry O’Sullivan Cup, thus retaining the Cup from 2010.
Wins against Gneevguilla and Rathmore (who previously beat us in the League Final) set up a final with Spa (Junior County League
Div 1 winners) in Fitzgerald Stadium. Following a good start, Spa began to eat into our lead and came within a point of us on two
occasions. With our backs to wall, our players dug deep and held on for a one point victory. A trait which is once again returning
to our club. Great credit is due to all players in this victory and provides further evidence that when the mindset is right, we can
compete and beat all challengers.
2011 saw 42 players see game time for the Junior team and the management would like to thank each of them for their commitment
during the year.
We would also like to congratulate the Senior team, and the 18 players who played with the Juniors, on winning back to back county
championships and also the recent Munster Club victory.
Finally, a special word for a player who returned to the playing pitch in 2011. When the call went out to him when the Junior side
where short due to injuries or unavailability of players, the response was always positive, “I will be there”. It was fitting that when
called into action in the final moments of the O’Sullivan Cup final he turned back the years and produced a magnificent save that
allowed him complete the full list of East Kerry medals. Thank You Peter O’Brien, you’re a credit to the club.
Yours in Sport
Eddie Tatler O’Sullivan, Tadhgie Fleming, Moss Harmon, James Fleming, David Moloney, Colm Griffin, Finian Moran

O’Sullivan Cup Winners
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U-21 FOOTBALL REPORT
Our first game of the year was an East Kerry championship fixture played on February 5th. In Kilcummin v. Glenflesk, which we
won on a score line of 1 - 13 to 1 - 06 with Chris Brady contributing 9 points in a virtuoso performance at corner forward. Next up
was a semi final meeting against local rivals, the Legion, and in a great game of football, we produced a lovely performance running
out winners by 3 - 09 to 9 points. Highlight of the game was the tremendous man to man marking display by David O’Leary on
Legion’s biggest scoring threat, James O’Donoghue. This set us up nicely for a final tryst with two time champions, Rathmore,
played under lights in Lewis Road on March 11th. This game had everything. Fluent passing movements, tight marking, physical
exchanges and excellent scoring. Rathmore scored a great goal mid way through the first half, affording them a 1 - 05 to 5 points
lead at the break. Early in the second half, we conceded an easy goal to make the uphill struggle more difficult but with Kieran
Ward leading by example and kicking two points from centre back, we kicked four unanswered points to leave a goal between us at
the death. Daithi almost got the goal we needed with a fisted effort in the last minute but it was not to be, and Rathmore won their
third East Kerry Under 21 title deservedly on the night. From this defeat grew a resolve and determination not to be outdone again,
and in a strange way the seed of a far greater achievement was sown.
The County championship began with a home victory in Lewis Road against Laune Rangers, in a tough encounter which went to
extra time. We had Daithi sent off, but the team rallied and pulled off a great two point win. This set us up for a quarter final clash
with the Narries in Strand Road. An injury to goalkeeper David Neeson mid way through the first half unsettled the team and
allowed the Rahillys to score 5 points on the trot. Bryan O’Shea took over the goalkeeping duties, and we played much better in the
second half, but were still two points adrift entering the final minute. Daithi was fouled as he was bearing down on goal and Chris
Brady coolly slotted the resultant penalty to grasp victory from the jaws of defeat. We knew there was no stopping us now. The
semi final v Kilcummin/Rathmore in Fitzgerald Stadium clashed with the St. Brendan’s Debs, and despite efforts to change the
game to an earlier time or defer it, we lined out with a starting fifteen that contained four minors. This game will live long in the
memory of great Crokes victories. Total underdogs, we produced a performance of immense heart, belief and skill. TJ’s mesmerising
runs, Daithi’s early penalty strike and dominance at midfield, a defensive display that meant their first score came in the 25th.
Minute. Keith’s brilliant penalty save, Buddy’s introduction with the game tied at 1 - 08 a piece to steady the ship and then Bryan’s
two outstanding points to defy the odds and hand us a 1 - 12 to 1 - 10 victory. The stuff of legend.
And so on August 10th. 25 years after our only Under 21 County Championship victory, we faced a fancied St. Kieran’s outfit (who
had defeated East Kerry, West Kerry and South Kerry en route to the final) in Austin Stack Park. Intentionally going for goals in the
first half, we had some great efforts stopped, but still led at half time by 1 - 04 to 5 points, Chris Brady’s goal being our only
success in breaching their goal line. We lost Brendan Falvey to injury in the 13th. Minute, and were finding the physically stronger
St. Kieran’s side a handful. They upped their game early in the second half and combined to score a good goal that gave them the
momentum to lead 1 - 10 to 1 - 06 midway through the second half. Our lads kept at it, Mark Egan and Chris Lawlor were
introduced, and when their full back was sent off for a second yellow card with seven minutes to go, we smelt victory. Mark
pointed, Bryan hit a long range score to leave the gap at two points, and then in a split second the huge amount of effort, work rate,
desire, belief and pride instilled in these young men since they first wore the Black and Amber as kids was rewarded with a flick of
Bryan’s wrist into the St. Kieran’s net. Game over, we were County champions. A new generation of winners had been born.
The Club Championship ensued, where we defeated an under strength Laune
Rangers in the Quarter Final, before easily accounting for Templenoe in Lewis
Road in the semi-final. It set us up for a final against the Legion, played in
Fitzgerald Stadium in early October. We never really got to the pitch of the
game, and Legion ran out winners by 1 - 10 to 9 points on an evening when we
couldn’t emulate the performances from earlier in the year. It was disappointing
not to achieve the club/county championship double, but the result in no way
diminished the incredible year that had unfolded.
A special word of thanks to John O’Leary
and Matthew Courtney for their great
assistance and advice throughout the year,
and James Fleming for creating a training
programme for the lads that brought the
best out of them. To Brian O’Callaghan
and Harry for their medical assistance
when required. The time and effort that
these people put into the team helped in no
small way, as did the tremendous support
of everyone within the club, to attain the
holy grail, and place this Under 21 squad
amongst the pantheon of great Dr. Crokes
teams.
Mike Buckley

U21 County Champions
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MINOR FOOTBALL REPORT
Our Minor footballing year started early as always. The East Kerry League got under way in February with games locally, and the
team began to feel their way and get used to playing with each other. The results were good also and with the effort in training as
well as matches this group was starting to knit nicely.
Then we moved on to the County League and this competition went very well for us with some great results and performances along
the way. So good in fact that we ended up in the County League final against John Mitchels. This game was played in Tralee just
before the Leaving Cert began and our team tuned in an outstanding performance on the night but came up short by the narrowest of
margins losing by one point.
There was a break for a few weeks then while the exams were held and then the County
Championship was next. While we had continued to train during this period, we faced a Mid
Kerry side in the first round and got well beaten in Milltown on the night. We regrouped
and this team showed great character and resolve and through the back door route won its
way to the quarter final against the highly fancied West Kerry side and had to travel to
Annascaul to play them. In an absolutely superb game with some outstanding individual
performances, both teams had to do it all over again in Lewis Road as they could not be
separated even after extra time. The replay was every bit as good a game but again on the
night we were very unlucky and lost by one point again. It was a major disappointment and
West Kerry went on and won the County Championship easily afterwards.
Finally we were down to the East Kerry Championship and the latter stages of the East
Kerry League that had started way back in February (but that’s another story). We were
still in great shape and our training was going very well as it had done for the whole season.
After winning our first 2 games in this competition and taking care of our local rivals along
the way we ended up in the final and it transpired that we were meeting the same opposition
in the League final, that being Kilcummin, so it was decided that one game would decide
both competitions.
It was played in Lewis Road and our team were once again magnificent, but like the other 2 finals that preceded this, we were again
beaten by one point. So a year that this team could have won all competitions, we ended up trophy-less, but we must say a special
thanks to all players for their dedication and effort throughout the year and hope to see some of these guys with the Minors again
this year and some of the others as we already have, with the U21s, the Juniors and our Senior team,
Martin Byrnes

U-16 FOOTBALL REPORT
This u16 team had a successful year, we started preparing them early with body strengthening / conditioning sessions in early
November following on till mid January when we began outdoor training. Our main goal was to improve this talented bunch of
players to take more responsibility on the field and become leaders for the team and realise there full potential as a team. Through
out the year they was some fantastic performance’s by the team, they showed a remarkable desire and hunger all year.
It was a busy season for all players and mentors. All players put in a fantastic effort by training hard. There was a total of 60 training
sessions and 25 competitive / challenge games played in this period. We competed in East Kerry League and Championship, County
League and Munster u15 Competition and numerous challenge games against Kerry, Cork teams.
East Kerry League began with fantastic performances with wins against Spa, Glenflesk, Kilcummin and Legion. This set up a league
final with Glenflesk, which took a replay and extra time to separate both teams, but our hunger enabled us to hold Glenflesk off in
extra time. Next up was the EK Championship, where we beat Rathmore in the semi-final. We met Legion in the final, the
supporters who attended this game witnessed a fantastic performance by these players to claw back a 9 point lead in the 2nd half in
which the team performance and attitude was brilliant only to have it snatched by a last minute goal. The defeat was hard to swallow
for all the players.
The County League in div1 was very competitive, we focused ourselves on having a good campaign, we lost our first 2 games but
made great progress in the remaining 4 games with great team performance’s to get us to a county semifinal, but with the loss of key
players to injuries and holidays left us weak on the night against a strong Dingle team.
Finally our u15 team participated in a Munster 11 aside Competition, we had great wins against Kenmare, Kinsale and Kilkee to
qualify for quarter finals in Mallow, we played fantastic football to win out this Competition against all the best teams in Munster.
Great credit is due these bunch of players on this marvellous achievement.
While the development and improvement is still continuing, we have players involved with Kerry development squads both u15\u16
who participated in Munster, they also represented East Kerry u16 in the County Championship
On a final note, I wish to thank the wonderful bunch of players for there dedication and pride in wearing the black and amber
during the year, also the brilliant supporters who helped cheer on this team, and a big thank you to all the parents who helped out in
any way, the club officers for there help and support. A special word of thanks to my fellow mentors for the great work that was put
in over the year which made the year an enjoyable one - Finian Moran, Seamie Doherty, James Lyne and Brian Looney.
Yours in sport Tommy Brosnan
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Under 16 East Kerry League Champions

U-15 FOOTBALL REPORT
2011 saw the Munster Council organise a province wide football blitz, open to all clubs, for the under 15 grade. The players and
mentors of our under 15’s welcomed this competition as the county board currently does not have an outlet for this grade. The
competition was run over 2 days on separate weekends. In order to qualify for the finals day in Mallow, your team needed to top
their group in the first day of play. Teams were made up of a panel of 12, 10 playing with rolling substitutions over 2 periods of 12
mins.
In early September, we hosted our group in our own grounds. Teams from Kenmare, Kinsale & Kilrush joined us in a round robin
basis. We won all three games and thus topping our group and allowing for progression to Mallow. It was noticeable from the
players that the more they played in this format, the better they were performing, even in some very difficult weather conditions.
Two weeks later we headed to Mallow and joined up with 11 other clubs who had won their sections. Familiar names from around
Munster such as Nemo Rangers, Clonmel Commercials, The Nire were competing. Again, in order to qualify for the semi finals,
teams needed to top their group. We were placed in a group with The Nire from Waterford and Clan Na Gael from Ennis.
Following good starts in both games we were able to win both and top our group. Management had noted that the mistakes made
in the previous weekend were not repeated but that there would be a significant step up in quality for the semi Finals
In the semi we faced Carrigaline. While not a name you would associate as a power base of football in Cork, they were by far the
best team we faced in the whole completion. We were physically smaller than our opponents but the lessons learned from playing
this format had now become second nature to our lads and we played some lovely football. We won by 6 points and now looked
forward to the final were we would face Kernis O’Rahilly’s, who had defeated Nemo Rangers in their semi final by two points.
We saved our best performance for the final and put in a terrific defensive display in the first half when facing into a very strong
wind. At half time we were down by 2 points but there was no panic. Our forwards put on a magnificent performance in the second
half and thus we were crowned the inaugural champions of the Munster Gaa Under 15 Blitz. This win was a great boost to our
players as they could see that they were as good and better than most in Munster.
A special word of thanks to 2 Dr. Cokes men, Pat
O’Shea and Vince Cooper who were instrumental
in organising and running this tournament. The
format was ideal for young players to learn as the
ball needs to move fast by the foot, scores need to
be taken when they arise and teams losing shape
will mean you concede goals. Our players learned
this very early in the tournament (the frenzied
running of the 1st half of our first game in
Killarney was not repeated again!)
Finally, to the players and their families, the
management would like to thank them for how
they represented the club both in our own grounds
and especially in Mallow. They are a great bunch
to deal with we look forward to 2012 at under 16
level and working with them

Under 15 Munster Champions

Tommy Brosnan, Seamie Doherty, Finian Moran
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U-14 FOOTBALL REPORT
Our year started in February and finished on the October Bank Holiday week-end. We played in 4 competitions, 2 East Kerry and 1
County and Feile.
We were successful in winning the East Kerry league and competed well in all other competitions. We were beaten by
Ballydonoghue in the Feile semi-final by 5 points who went on to win out Kerry and they were beaten at the semi-final stage
of the main competition.
There was a great commitment given by all the players
during the year for training and challenge games. Well done
to Jack Lenihan, Gavin White, Adam O’Shea, Michael Casey
on making the South Kerry panel also during the year.
A special thanks to Noel White and Sean Clarke for all the
help and commitment and to our loyal parents and
supporters who cheered the lads along during the year.
It was a pleasure to be involved with a wonderful and
dedicated bunch of players.
Yours in Sport,
Ger O’Shea.

Under 14 East Kerry Champions

U-13 FOOTBALL REPORT
The U13’s had another very good year winning the inaugural U13 Division one county league and going through the year unbeaten in
this competition. There were 7 teams in division one, ourselves, Ardfert, NaGael, Kilcummim, Kerins O’Rahillys, Castleisland
Desmonds and Listowel. The standard was good and we were given tough matches against Rahillys, Ardfert and Listowel.
We played in 2 tournaments. The 1st tournament was hosted by Kerins O’Rahillys and was played among Kerry teams. We performed
very well and made it to the final in atrocious weather conditions. We were well beaten in the Final by Kerins o’Rahillys who adapted
to the weather conditions much better than we did.
The 2nd tournament was a fantastic tournament run by Austin Stacks. There were teams from Dublin, Clare, Galway, Cork and Kerry
and the standard was excellent. We were in a group with Ennistymon, Clontarf and Na Gael and came through the group unbeaten.
We were particularly happy to beat Clontarf who put up a very physical challenge but was met head on by our boys. We played Nemo
Rangers in the semi final and again played very well to win that match comfortably. We returned on Sunday to meet our old friends
Kerins O’Rahillys in the final. Again we came out second best to them in a tournament final and can have no complaints about the
result. We learnt a lot about ourselves in that final and hopefully the lessons learnt, particularly about keeping our heads when under
pressure, will stand to us in the years to come.
We also played Ballincollig in Lewis road before the Munster Final. They had been Cork under 12 champions the previous year and
travelled at full strength. We beat them well.
There was no East Kerry U13 competition this
year due to the County League.
Overall it was a successful year, you can see good
progress being made by many players. Our Panel
has increased in number and competition for
places on the team has become a real feature.
While it’s nice to win competitions the increasing
skill levels and quality of play from the team is
very evident and augurs well for the future.
Yours in sport
Frank Shaw, Frank Courtney
& Jimmy Coppinger

Under 13 Co. League Winners
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U-12 FOOTBALL REPORT
Great progress was seen at under 12 this year, the first year of 11 a side go games. Overall it worked quite well in that all players got
plenty of game time and we were competitive in most games. We had some very good performances in the county league, while we
had the odd bad one also, most notably in Listowel where we were well beaten. After this game the lads were very disappointed and
worked harder with the result that we played much better and we were very unlucky in East Kerry that we were not more successful.
The highlight of the year was the trip to Croke Park. With the lads having a great day out and where we won our three games. 21
players got a chance to play on the hallowed turf something that the children will never forget. A Sincere thanks to Connie Doherty,
Colm Griffin, Brendan Harnett, Johnny Courtney and Helen Fitzgerald (our water girl). While special mention also to Matt O’Neill
and Diarmuid O’Mahony who helped look after the 2nd and 3rd teams. In all over 40 players played under 12 football this year
which is encouraging and I have no doubt that many of these will progress in the years ahead. I must mention Mark Harnett for his
outstanding score getting throughout the campaign while Michael Potts, Jack Griffin, Mark Fitzgerald and Sean Courtney also
excelled. However there are others who are improving in leaps and bounds and I can see these passing out the current stars,
particularly some of the 11 year olds that put in great performances with the 2nd and 3rd teams. We made a decision that we
would play the 12 year olds in the first team as this was their last year at the age group.
While I was overall pleased with the new go game set up, the difficulty was that all the 12 year olds could not play on the same team.
Lastly I would like to thank Vince Cooper who coached the lads every Friday evening which ensured that the boys got plenty of
football and improved accordingly.
Yours in sport
Vincent Casey

U-11 FOOTBALL REPORT
We had twenty-four under 11 players available for selection in 2011. Accordingly, it was decided to enter a second and third team
into the Under 12 County League in Divisions 1B and 1C. A surplus from the Under 12 panel supplemented the younger panel.
Crokes were one of only four Clubs in the County that could field three Under 12 teams.
Both teams’ performances through the year are to be commended. The display of the skills of football was both uplifting and
rewarding for the mentors involved. While both teams won most of their games, a few teams beat us fair and square. However,
these defeats and the lessons learned from them by both players and mentors provided areas to work on for the ensuing training
sessions. Through this method, it was evident that as individual players and, most particularly, as a team our Under 11 players
improved over the 2011 season.
We had good wins over Kerrins O’Rahillies, Stacks, Spa and Laune, a draw with Legion and beaten by Listowel and Glenflesk. Our
Division 1B team should have and could have attained better results in some games. The Under 12 players that supplemented this
team were rotated, which unsettled the team somewhat. This was evident in the last game with Spa, who were unbeaten. There
were no Under 12 players available for the Division 1B team. The team was made up of all Under 11 players, who had trained
together all season. Our lads put on their best display and were the only team to beat Spa in this Division. Who knows what might
have been achieved had we a more settled team all season. However, overall it was a good campaign.
One positive factor about this group of players was that attendance at training, which was very high and players put in the effort
required. We trained at least once a week and sometimes twice, along with a game per week for most of the year. We started in
March and worked right through to October.
The East Kerry Under 11 League gave us another opportunity to show our worth. Again, we won most of our games. However, a
loss to Kenmare early in the competition had us on the back foot. But our lads reacted well and won all their games to leave them
in the shake-up when our final game came around. This was against a strong Beaufort team, who had not lost any game. Even with
a few of our stronger players missing, the game was anyone’s up to the final minutes. The Crokes boys just ran out of steam and
ended up being narrowly beaten by the eventual League Champions. The fact that only one team could be entered, when we had
numbers for two teams, made it difficult to manage player expectations in relation to games.
The team trip to Derrynane was a highlight for players and mentors alike and BBQ that followed the water sports was eaten with
relish by all. Thanks to Chairman Vince and Helen Fitzgerald for their culinary skills.
We also ran a very successful inter-county tournament at the end of our long season. This was an opportunity to play games with
teams from outside the County. Again, the Crokes boys gave a very good account of themselves.
Thanks to our own Coiste na nÓg Committee, who helped us during the year and parents for their support, particularly Mike Hickey
and John Cagney, who umpired most of our games.
Suggestions for 2012

1. Put in a bit of early fitness training early in the year
2. Pick settled teams for the Under 12 County League, rather than changing from game to game
3. If the numbers are there, try to enter more than one team in the East Kerry Under 11 League.

Foireann 2011: John Joseph Buckley, Colm Cagney, Jason Cahillane, Calum Cronin, Roan Delaney, Mark Donnellan, Fionn
Doherty, Lee Downing, Darragh Fleming, Josh Fleming, Jonothan Greene, Fionnbharr Hickey, Michael Lenihan, Shane Looney,
Ruadhán Mac Curtain, Frank McGuire, Fergal Murphy, Oisin O’Connor, Tristan O’Donoghue, Lorcán O’Hare Wyatt, David
O’Mahony, Seán O’Neill, Seán O’Shea, Adam O’Sullivan.
Diarmaid O’Mahony and Matt O'Neill
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JUVENILE CHAIRMANS REPORT 2011
Although they are not involved for praise or reward I would like to acknowledge the massive contribution made at juvenile level by
members of the Club in the past year.
To all the Juvenile mentors, coaches and support staff and Scor Officer Geraldine Lyne, I would like to thank them all for the various roles
they admirably filled in the year past. To the various East Kerry and County Boards reps, sincere thanks for your ongoing representation of
the club at these forums. To Juvenile Secretary Ger O’Shea and Coaching Officer John O’Shea, a particular thanks for their enthusiasm and
assistance during 2011, their first year in their respective roles. Again many thanks also for the workload taken off me by the members of
the Hurling Sub Committee. The work of the Juvenile Hurling Committee continues to reap rewards, both in the numbers participating and
competitive success. To all the members of the executive who provided support and assistance to the Juvenile Section a very special thanks.
Also, as always, to Pat O’Shea and Vince Cooper many thanks for your expert guidance on football matters.
GAMES
Not including minor competitions the extensive juvenile schedule of games for the year commenced on 19th March with the Under 14 Hurlers
away to St Brendans and finished on 28th October with the Under 14 Boys in the East Kerry Semi- Final. During that period over 150 games
were played across the various age groups.
In 2011 the Under 12 Go-Games was launched and in my opinion was an overall success with more children gaining game-time as a result.
Dr Crokes entered into the spirit of the Go-Games and unlike other clubs was not focussed solely on winning but participation and skill and
tactical development. A number of recommendations for discussion were raised at the recently held Coiste na Nog AGM including; As
regards u12 Go Games • No scores to be announced on radio
• No medals awarded to winning teams
• Referees not to announce scores to players after game
• Fundamental rules implemented so teams cannot field their strongest team while some children get no game time.
• Clubs should field more than one team if numbers allow.
Also discussed was the motion that in the event of any game being changed from the date of the original fixture, the Co-Ordinator must be
notified at least 24 hours before the date of that original fixture or 24 hours before the date of the revised fixture, whichever is the earliest.
Failure to do so will result in a fine of €50
ALL CODES
To repeat what I said at last years Juvenile AGM, Dr Crokes continued in 2011 as one of a few Clubs in Kerry seeking to promote Hurling,
Camogie, Football and Ladies Football at Juvenile level. 2011 again saw the Club field teams at all juvenile grades and with significant
success. Fielding teams at so many grades and in so many codes places a serious strain on manpower, finance and resources, certainly more
than most of our competitors at Senior Level, who concentrate on one particular code. It is testament to the hard work and long hours of
officers and coaches of the Club that we can be County and Munster Senior Football Champions while tasting County success in Hurling,
Football and Ladies Football at Juvenile level and also enjoying divisional success in both codes. To continue to survive on 3 fronts it is
vital that proper structures exist and that communication lines are always open between the 3 strands. Almost all logistical problems with
pitch availability, player availability, equipment availability etc can be resolved if the respective coaches talk to each and plan for their
respective needs. This was proven when we were required to close the top pitch for reseeding, but with minimum disruption to training or
match schedules. Looking forward the freshly seeded area behind the scoreboard goal should further alleviate training area congestion.
I do, however, fear for the future of ladies football at underage level from 11-16. While the numbers of young girls attending on Saturday
mornings continues to grow because of the inclusive nature of the coaching structure, a significant increase in officers, coaches and support
volunteers is required in order to cater for the number of young girls looking to continue in the game after turning 10 years old. Again in
2011 Catherine Keogh was involved in all ladies teams from U12 to Senior, an unsustainable situation that cannot be allowed to continue.
Similar to the Hurlers a vibrant enthusiastic and hardworking Sub Committee needs to exist for Ladies Football within the Club and this is a
very important issue for the Club to address at Juvenile level early in 2012, or many of the girls will have no choice but to transfer their
allegiance to a neighbouring club. Both Spa and Killarney Legion continue to provide for young girls in large numbers. I would suggest that
in order to develop the ladies game a designated ladies night should be identified where all juvenile teams could train together in large
numbers and develop a pool of available players for the various underage competitions as they arise. Also the relaunch of camogie in the
club in 2011 has eventually lead to a proposed unified Killarney team in order to cater for all interested players in the catchment area.
Finance in the current climate is also a huge issue.
With income reduced, expenditure also had to be cut. Refreshments for all visiting teams was not provided and there was minimum outlay
on equipment and kit etc. Basically the juvenile registration fee is the only financial cost requested of most parents despite their children
getting the best of coaching and facilities all year round. With proper promotion the Guess The Score competition which ran in conjunction
with the All Ireland Final could be developed further to provide additional funds.
Coaching
As in the past Dr Crokes will continue to raise the bar and set targets in the area of Juvenile Coaching Development in Kerry. In early 2011
we held Coaching Seminars for all Juvenile Coaches. The Dr Crokes Coaching Manual was provided as a reference for all those involved
in coaching underage teams and the manual will be added to further in 2012. Again with proper planning and coaching we should be
competing for the major senior prizes every year and tasting success more frequently.
Recruitment
Coaching Officer John O’Shea intends commencing the juvenile year for 2012 a month earlier than normal with indoor sessions which
should allow us to attract new members before the traditional schools recruitment in March. John has other proposals and initiatives which
will be put into practice in 2012. Again we will seek to get new members all year round and any fresh ideas on recruitment or indeed any
other aspect of juvenile affairs are always welcome and can be submitted to the officers in upmost confidentiality.
Child Welfare
Eilleen Buckley continues to represent Child Welfare issues in the club but was hampered by the delay in adopting a definitive Club Policy
on Alcohol and Substance Abuse. With the policy now accepted, hopefully 2012 will see seminars held so that all associated with juvenile
teams will be aware of the club structures and support systems pertaining to all forms of abuse, bullying, injury etc.
Information evenings for parents and players should also be held prior to the commencement of the playing year.
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Unfortunately there were a number of unsavoury incidents reported to me during the year.
One of our juvenile players was racially abused by opponents from 2 different clubs and I was required to take up the matter with the
juvenile chairmen of the clubs involved. This ignorance can be overcome with education and both opposing chairman dealt with the
matter in a serious and immediate manner. I hope that these incidents are not replicated going forward.
Secondly it became necessary to relay parental fears on child welfare and safety to the East Kerry Board after 2 incidents in which serious
injury resulted from over robust tactical play by an opposing club. The board, referees and mentors of all clubs should hold the health and
welfare of children paramount above the result and our stance on this matter was conveyed in writing to the relevant controlling body.
Supporters
Personally I felt that the amount of unconstructive criticism aimed at our players by so-called supporters diminished during the year.
Contributing significantly to this is the example being set by all our coaches on the sidelines, with all children being properly encouraged
and we are fortunate as a club to have these people as outstanding role models for our youth. It is important that there is no negativity
surrounding young children before / during / halftime or after a game. Despite the result we need the children to go home, already looking
forward to the next game.
Juvenile 125th Anniversary
2011 was a glorious year of celebration for all associated with Dr Crokes
All club members got involved in some aspect of the celebrations, with the Under 21, County and Munster Senior titles the icing on the
cake. In fact a remarkable clean sweep was possible with the Minors just pushed out by a strong West Kerry team. We could not have
scripted a more rewarding year on the fields of play and at juvenile level the year also provided many highlights. I wish to detail the
activities enjoyed by our young Crokes boys and girls in our 125th year.
I list them all as testament to the work being put in by all associated with the Crokes juveniles.
• 2011 Medals Presentation Night was held 21/1/11 - Twelve teams were presented medals by Brendan Keogh/ Pat O Shea/
Connie Murphy/ Joanne Spillane/ Johnny Buckley/ Daithi Casey
• Coaching Seminars 18 & 21/2/11, hosted by Pat O Shea/ Vince Cooper- Launch of Coaching Manual
• Club Registration 26/2/11
• Saturday Sessions commenced 5/3/11
• St Patricks Day Parade 17/3/11- Best GAA Club Award
• Easter Camp 26-28/4/11 incl visit by Camp Abilities Ire
• Unveiling of plaque to Dr Croke at The Square Tralee attended by over 100 Crokes Children after visiting Kerins O Rahillys
• U12s visit to Croke Park 26-27/5/11 organised by Kerry Coaching and Games/ Munster Council
• U8 Go Games Blitz hosting 2 Spa/ Legion teams in May 2011
• Boys/ Girls trip to Castleisland Desmonds
• The Dr. Bill Mangan Memorial U10 Hurling Tournament took place again on the 10th and 11th June
in the wonderful surroundings of Muckross House and Traditional Gardens.
• Representation on Primary Schools Go Games on Munster Final Day
• Success in Primary Schools Football Skills competition
• Success in Cumann Na mBunscoil/ Community Games/ other sports acknowledged in Crokes Notes
• U8/10 Blitz at John Mitchels
• The Killarney Summerfest Blitz took place once again in St. Brendans GAA Grounds over the Summer of 2011.
The U10 Hurlers of Dr. Crokes, Na Gaeil, Firies and Rathmore all took part in a series of games.
• Representation on County Development Squads in Football & Hurling
• Under 8/10 Boys training at Muckross Traditional Farm- followed by U10 Girls playing Glanmire
while Crokes was closed due to Pitch & Putt All Ireland 23/7/11
• Summer Camp 22-24/8/11
• U12 Boys trip to Derrynane Sea Sports 12/8/11
• U10 Trip to Top of Torc 20/8/11
• U14 Girls Trip to Derrynane Sea Sports 3/9/11
• Visit to Kerry Team Training Session/ Open Day/Wonderwall of Wishes (Cards & emails)
• RTE Visit with Pascal Sheehy/Twinning with Skerries Harps
• U10 Girls Blitz at Spa
• Visit by Crokes Kerry panelists and Buddy O’Leary and Andrew Kenneally to Saturday morning session prior to County Final
• Presentation of 125 Blitz medals by Seanie O Shea. Padraig & Paddy O Shea, Dan Kelleher & Colm Cooper
• Juvenile Guard of Honour/ Support at County Final
• Visiting Juvenile Teams during 2011- Glanmire/ St Finbarrs/ Desmonds/ Spa/ John Mitchels/ Firies
• Halloween / Christmas parties provided seasonal entertainment for the children
• 2011 Medal Presentation night attended by senior Captain Luke Quinn and team-mates Shane Myers and Fionn Fitzgerald
• Special mention to Colm Cooper and all the senior players for their availability and to Colm in particular for the use
of his image on Shop Adverts/ Recruitment Posters / Coaching Manual and other promo articles.

My own particular highlights of 2011 were;
Camp Abilities Ireland visited the Easter Camp and 10 Crokes children were selected to train with youngsters of the same age, but who
are visually impaired. The young Crokes trained without prejudice and were perfect ambassadors for the club as their tolerance and
understanding shone as they shared their love of Gaelic Games with those less fortunate than themselves, the concluding match being
fairly competitive before they shook hands and exchanged contact details.
The final Saturday morning sessions involved the presentation of commemorative 125 Medals to all the juveniles by a presentation party
of Colm Cooper, Seanie O’Shea. Dan Kelliher, Paddy & Padraig O’Shea and such was the feel good factor and the bond evident between
these club stalwarts and the very youngest of our members that in my mind the result of the following days County Final was never in
doubt.

And finally an U14 Girls game v Killorglin where an unfancied Crokes selection played as a team to their maximum, gave their
all but came up just a score short of parity but the manner in which they played and the enjoyment they derived from the the game
epitomised what sport and in particular gaelic games are all about.
Terry Potts
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U-12 / 13 GIRLS FOOTBALL
The U12 girls took part in the county league, being drawn in a very tough Group that included the eventual division 1 winners This
group of players showed great commitment and great improvement from game to game, with great turnout at all training sessions.
They won three of their league games, just missing out on a semi final spot. During the year they took part in the Milltown and
Rathmore tournaments winning two out of three games in each event.
The U13 girls had only one competition in 2011 that being the county, of which they finished victorious. The girls put in great
performances especially in the semi final where they defeated Laune Rangers in Killorglin after extra time. They were opposed by
Firies in the final which was played in Kilcummin. The girls put up a tremendous performance and ran out convincing winners on
the night. Special thanks must go Catherine Keogh for the work she put in with this team and the U12 teams, also to the many
parents for driving players throughout the year.

SENIOR AND JUNIOR HURLING REPORT
Unfortunately we could not add to the trophy haul from last year, but there are still a lot of positives to be taken from the year. We
had over 50 players togging out during the season and several of last years minors staking a claim for a slot on the senior team.
These are the first crop to come up through the underage system from within the club.
The senior hurling team competed in 4 competitions. Early in the season, we were unable to hold onto our South Kerry league title.
In Div II of the county we were going for our 3rd final in a row but finished 3rd, just 2 points off top spot in a very close and hard
fought competition. We missed out on a final spot on score difference.
In the County Intermediate Championship we saw off our old rivals and near neighbours in the first round. Have been knocked out
by Kenmare twice in recent years after replays, we travelled to Kenmare confident and came away with the result we deserved after
a magnificent display. In the quarter final we were drawn away to Lady’s Walk and came out on the wrong side of the score line in a
controversial game. After a long lay off, we travelled to Kilgarven with an under strength team for the semi-final of South Kerry
Championship but to no avail.
Our junior team also participated in 4 competitions and again competed well. With a mid table finish in the South Kerry hurling
league, we were greatly improved in the Div III of the county league and were beaten by Kenmare at the semi final stage after a
replay. In the Junior County Championship a determined Duagh had too much firepower at the quarter final stage. We finished off
the season with the South Kerry Championship and again lost out to Kenmare at the semi-final stage after a replay.
Timmy Hourigan, a stalwart of Crokes hurling, was named player of the year after a string of fine displays in goal. A versatile player
who has played in most positions throughout his career was converted to goalie last year.
With the underage system finally reaching adult level a lot of credit must be given to the mentors for all their hard work. The future
of Crokes hurling looks bright.
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JUVENILE HURLING REPORT
Certainly, 2011 has been another very successful year for juvenile hurling in Dr. Crokes, the highlight of which must be the
crowning of our U-14 team as County League Division 1 Champions in June. This success was well deserved and long overdue
to this particular bunch of players. Having captured the Division 2 league in 2010, we were competing in Division 1 for the first
time and were pitted against very strong North Kerry opposition clubs such as Ardfert, Lixnaw (Féile Champions), Causeway,
Kilmoyley and Crotta.
In the earlier games, we suffered some defeats but when the chips were down in the knockout stages, we had some great victories
over Crotta, St. Brendans and Causeway. The final played in Austin Stack Park on the 9th of June against Causeway was a thrilling
game of hurling and will long live in the memory of all concerned.
This game surpassed all our expectations and ebbed and flowed throughout with great scores produced by both sides. Eventually we
won by two points, scoring a late dramatic goal. The final score was Dr. Crokes 3-11, Causeway 4-6. For the record, the County
Championship winning panel and scores were as follows:
Patrick McCarthy, Michael Owen Buckley, Brian O’Sullivan, Dylan Dermody, Flor O’Sullivan, Daniel O’Brien, Eodhan De Brún,
Jack Lenihan, Captain(2-5), Dean Farrell, Mark O’Shea(0-1), John Mark Foley(1-4), Ciaran Lucey, Gavin White, Paul Clarke(0-1),
Shane Kennedy. Subs: Oscar O’Connor, Mickey Joe McCarthy, Jack Murphy, Ciaran Kennedy, Darragh Sugrue, Cian O’Hare Wytt,
Jack Galvin, Conor Murphy, James McAuliffe and Michael Lenihan
Well done to the Management Team of John Lenihan, Mike O’Keeffe, Mickey Foley and Mike Kennedy
Dr. Crokes also hosted a very successful U-14 Hurling Tournament in July as part of the club’s 125 Celebrations. Teams such as
Blackrock (Cork), James Stephens (Kilkenny), Murroe-Boher (Limerick) and Kerry Óg (The Kerry Development Squad) all
travelled down to play in Lewis road and Fitzgerald Stadium - special thanks to Der Brosnan for the use of the Stadium - it was a
real thrill for all to play in such hallowed turf. Blackrock won the Cup beating James Stephens in a great game but Dr. Crokes
competed very well against these strong clubs and won the Shield Competition.
Later in the year, in October, James Stephens invited us to Kilkenny for a weekend and we had 26 young hurlers from Crokes that
truly enjoyed the trip. All in all, not a bad year for our U-14 hurlers!
U-6’s and U-8’s
Over the past year, our numbers of U-6’s and U-8’s have dropped significantly and are a cause of concern. Whether this is due to
the commencing time change of 12 noon or just too much activity on Saturdays we will have to review this again and take the
necessary steps to address it. While the quantity may have gone down, the quality has increased and the bunch of players that are
turning up Saturday after Saturday are a really committed group, full of fun and enthusiasm and are making great progress
The U-8’s participated in a series of mini-blitzes in the South Kerry area travelling to Kenmare, Kilgarvan and Rathmore and
competed very well. Well done to all the U-6’s and U-8’s - Keep it up and we promise that we will really make an effort to get
more players at this age group to give hurling a go! A huge thanks to all coaches - Claire Keating, Tim Hourigan and Kieran Crehan
Our U-6’s/U-8’s panel 2011:
Charlie Keating, Niall Coffey, Cian O’Connor, Brian O’Connor, Cian McAuliffe, Darragh Crehan, Darragh O’Brien, Conal
Gallaher, Ronan Coffey, Teddy Muldoon, Caoilte Setanta Ó Crónín, Jack Maguire, Sean Guerin, Nathaniel Doncel and Jack Lynch
U-10’s
Our U-10 hurlers had a most memorable year and deserve great praise indeed. While our numbers were again significantly down as
evidenced in our Saturday training sessions, this group of players are pretty handy and swept all before them this year. Participating
for the third time in the now annual Dr. Bill Mangan perpetual trophy in Muckross Traditional Farms, we beat Kilgarvan and then
Kenmare in a hard - fought final to capture this Trophy for the first time. Great performances on the day from Michael Horgan,
Michael Lenihan, Tom Doyle, Padraig Looney and Danny Cronin.
In June, this group travelled to Newtownshandrum for our 5th year in a row to participate in their annual Tournament. The
opponents here were very strong indeed and we suffered defeat to Mount Soin (Wexford), Ballyhea (Cork) and Clonulty Rossmore
(Tipperary). We did win one game against Mungret (Limerick) but it was a great experience and we did learn a lot from it!
Next up was the Summerfest in Killarney in the Sem field in late July. Again we had great performances and beat Na Gaeil,
Rathmore and Firies to secure our second Trophy. Then in August, we travelled to Rathmore to participate in the Denis Nagle
Ground Hurling Tournament for our second year.
This time we were ready and well prepared and had good victories over The Legion, Newmarket (Cork) and Rathmore in the final.
Great celebrations followed as we received our third trophy of the year.
In October, we celebrated our fantastic achievements and travelled to Ballyhass Lake (Cork) for a fun day out that included a game
V Milford (Cork), which we won and kayacking, swimming and high altitude climbing - some of these guys have no fear !
On another day, this group went for a fun day’s golf in the Gap of Dunloe Golf Club…surely a versatile group!
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For the record, the U 10 Panel in 2011 were as follows:
Patrick Crehan, Jamie Muldoon, Ian O’Connell, Niall O’Brien, Sean Langford, Michael Horgan, Michael Lenihan, Danny Cronin,
Darragh Tagney, Tom Doyle, Padraic Looney, Adam Carey, Joe Ruddan, Liam Kelleher, Martin Sayers, David Mee & Darragh
Crehan.
Well done and thanks to all mentors involved - Kieran Crehan, Timmy Hourigan, John Lenihan and Toddy Doyle.
U-15’s
Our U15’s participated in the County Championship which was run over 2 Friday nights in Abbeydorney in mid-October. The
format this year was a 9-a-side Blitz Competition and therefore we travelled over, fully aware that it was going to be tough.
However, our young side competed very well and were as good as any of the opposing sides. Out of our 4 games played, we beat
Crotta, drew with Lixnaw, and were unlucky to lose to Causeway and Kilmoyley. Our best players on the night were:- Conor
McSherry, Aaron Murphy, Micheal Burns, Gavin White, Chris Doncel & Jack Lenihan.
Team-Michael Owen Buckley, Conor McSherry, Gavin White, Aaron Murphy, Micheal Burns, Jack Lenihan, Chris Doncel, Eodhan
De Brun, Cian O’Brien & Jack Murphy.
All these players travelled to Kilkenny with the U-14 squad later on in October for a fun-filled activity weekend of hurling training
and skills. We also attended the Kilkenny Senior Club Final James Stephens V Ballyhale Shamrocks in Nolan Park. Great Year
overall!
County Honours
Well done to all the Juvenile Hurling Players that represented the club in wearing the Green & Gold of Kerry in various grades this
year. From our successful County winning U-14 team, we had Gavin White, Jack Lenihan, Daniel O’Brien, Brian O’Sullivan, John
Mark Foley & Flor O’Sullivan. U-15’s we had Micheal Burns & Aaron Murphy. U-16’s Shane Hanafin.
All these players were acknowledged recently and received presentations from the South Kerry Juvenile Hurling Board for their
efforts. Michael Owen Buckley also received the Man of the Match Award for the U-14 County Final.
The Crokes Club were also represented in the Kerry U-14 Management Team this year where John Lenihan & Mike O’Keeffe were
involved as mentors with the 2 Development Squads.
Thanks to John Griffin
The Juvenile Hurling section of Crokes would also like to thank John Griffin for his massive contribution to Juvenile Hurling over
the past 3 years. John, recently stepped down form his role as Hurling Development Administrator for Juvenile Hurling in South
Kerry. John has been a truly good friend of Crokes and has made a massive contribution to the promotion and development of
hurling throughout the Region - thanks John.

U14 County Hurling Winners
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U16 HURLERS REPORT
Our U16 hurlers had a busy start to the year in March and April however once the exams had been done there was very little to
occupy them except for those involved with the county U16 team and the younger ones who were involved in U15 teams at club and
county level.
We participated in division 2 of the County League and played our round robin games in March and April. We played
Kenmare/Kilgarvan and narrowly lost out by a goal on the score of 2-07 to 2-04 after a thrilling encounter. Our skills level and
commitment were wonderful and with a little luck we could have been victorious. Our next outing was to Kilmoyley to take on the
locals and this game did not disappoint as we took up where we had left off in the previous game. Our defence was solid and well
marshalled by Timmy Foley in goals. Outfield the likes of Conor McSharry, Shane Hanafin, John Ivory, Aaron Murphy,
John Billot and Ivan Hurley showed their experience to good effect. This was a titanic battle and the brave defending against the
elements helped to keep us in it to the end. However the concession of an injury time goal was costly but we could hold their heads
high in such a game. We hosted Abbeydorney in a skilful and tough but sporting game with both teams displaying all that is good
about hurling. Our defence were solid and this proved to be foundation of some great forward movements one of which yielded a
goal for Aaron Murphy. After a few saves from their keeper Jack Lenihan scored a fine point for the lead. Just after the re-start
Chris Doncel pounced on a defensive error for a Crokes goal and this galvanised our effort. The visitors were limited to shooting
for long range points and Dean Farrell landed another goal for Crokes. In the dying minutes of the game with the sides level
Abbeydorney got the winning point from long range to win on the score of 2-12 to 5-02.
We played Kenmare/Kilgarvan in the county semi final however we had to field a younger and ultimately a less experienced side
due to a few injuries and this had an impact as the game went on. We started well and our defence were very tight. Chris Doncel
opened the scoring with a fine point and over the next quarter the hurling was good and brisk. Jack Lenihan landed a few points
from both play and a free and at half time the score was 0-05 to 0-03 in favour of Kenmare. In the second half we added points
from Shane Lyne, Lorcan Howe and Ivan Hurley but that seemed to spur on the locals. They added a brace of points and then a
goal to leave it 1-08 to 0-08 with about ten minutes remaining. We showed great heart in defence however in the end the concession
of another goal ended the contest. Chris Doncel did score a fine goal to leave the final score reading 2-09 to 1-08.
Two of our players featured on the county U16 team - Shane Hanafin and John Ivory, however an injury resulted in John pulling
out of the panel in the early summer but Shane flew the Crokes flag with great pride.
2011 U16 Panel:
Trainers/Mentors:

T Foley, Ml O’Buckley, C McSharry, J Murphy, J Ivory,J Linehan,L Howe, S Hanafin,
S Lyne, A Murphy, J Billot, I Hurley, D Farrell, D Fleming, C Doncel, A de Brún.
Timmy Hourigan and John Ivory.

U-12 HURLING REPORT
2011 was a big year for our Under 12 hurlers. It was our first season in Division 1 and it was the first year that we had the numbers
to enter two teams - one of only three Clubs, who could.
Both teams were very pleased with progress made in 2011. In the County League we put in some terrific performances. We beat
established North Kerry strongholds, suck as Lixnaw, Kilmoyley and St Brendans. However, we still need to raise our game a little
before we are able to gain the laurels over Causeway and Crotta. But, there is little doubt but that this will be achieved in the near
future, if progress to date is anything to go by. It is not long since we were playing in Division 3. So our first year in Division 1
has to be seen as a success.
Our second team played in Division 3. These lads comprised many younger players and new players. Their performances against
older and stronger opposition were terrific. It is important that the progress made by these players continues, as in the next few
years, they will be playing 15 aside and they will have a vital roll to play.
We started the year, concentrating on physical fitness, which proved very beneficial later in the year. We had two training sessions
per week, when there were no games and when games were in progress, we reduced down to one session per week. Attendance at
training was very good and a lot of good work at these sessions came through in faster and more skillful play on the field.
In April, Dr Crokes Under 12s were selected to play other teams from around Munster in Croke Park. This was one of the year’s
highlights and every player took the opportunity to put in big performances at Headquarters. We were also asked to participate in a
similar experience in Limerick Gaelic Grounds. The games were accompanied by a tour of both stadia and we also got a tour of the
Museum in Croke Park. Everyone vowed to return to these venues to play for real stakes in the future.
We held a tournament in September, where we invited Clubs from around Munster. This was a huge success and provided another
opportunity for our lads to play teams that they would not ordinarily meet. This promotion and having coaches such as John Griffin
and Eddie Murphy visit the Club all helps to increase the skill levels. This is borne out by the number of our players who were
selected for South Kerry Development Squads during the year.
The trip to Derrynane, where everyone enjoyed a variety of water sports and BBQ that followed, was a terrific team-bonding
exercise at the end of the season. Thanks to Vince Casey and Helen Fitzgerald for organising everything. Many thanks also to
our hard-working Coiste na nÓg Committee and parents for their support throughout the year.
Foireann 2011: Michael Ahern, John Joseph Buckley, Ryan Casey, Fiacra Clifford, Garry Cronin, Dylan Dermody, Tom Doyle,
Cian Fahy, James Flavin, Seamus Gallagher, Jonathon Greene, John Hannigan, Michael Horgan, Jack Kelliher, Ciarán Kennedy,
Shane Kennedy, Michael Lenihan, Jonathon Mee, Ruari Mee, Frank McGuire, Conor Murphy, Gearóid Murphy, Fionn Oliver,
Kieran O’Connor, Lorcan O’Connor, Lorcán O’Hare Wyatt, Seán O’Neill, Conor Quirke.
Matt O’Neill, Jim Kennedy, Cian Fahy, Mike Kennedy.
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DR CROKES REVIEWING 2011
2011 was the year we celebrated 125 years of Dr Crokes. 125 years since nine local bucks gathered in the back room of Mahony’s
pub under dim candle light. It was time for Killarney men to catch a wave that was sweeping the country and join the recently
formed Gaelic Athletic Association; to enjoin the ethos of its founders, Davin and Cusack and its first Patron Dr Thomas William
Croke, the latter whose name was chosen to identify the newly formed band of Killarney men. 125 years on and I wonder what
these men might now think of their Club. What would Chairman Con Courtney, Vice Chairman Dan Guerin, Secretary Michael
Moriarity and Denny Courtney think? What would Martin and Jack Kissane, Con Guerin and Jim O’Leary say about the current set
up? Would Paddy and Jack Crowe, Mike Looney and Maurice Moynihan recognise in today’s Dr Crokes, the ideals they envisaged
and championed in the pioneer years? Would Bob Roberts, Mike Gleeson, Jim Gallagher and Jim Gallivan be pleased with what
they would see in Lewis Road today? What would run through the minds of Michael O’Sullivan, Jim McGuinness and John
Langford?
“Tús maith, leath na h-oibre”. First on the agenda for 2011 was our Club Mass, where the men and women, who paid allegiance
to the Black and Amber and who had passed to their eternal reward, were remembered, particularly those, who had passed in the
previous year. Fr. Paddy, as always, punctuated the Mass with some appropriate words, thoughts and concepts that bound us
together living and dead. His thoughts were not all of the past, as he read an uplifting poem “Climb ‘Til Your Dreams Come True”
in tribute to our senior lads, who were preparing for the upcoming Munster Final.
The Munster Final just wasn’t to be. Delay after delay; first by weeks; then, when the day eventually arrived, the delay was by the
hour; delay and upset; warm-up; warm-down; warm-up, again; food and hydration; routine; how could routine survive this? The
result was a first half that was alien to this team’s normal performance. Regrouped at the half-time break, this team came out and
showed their true colours. It would have been easier to lie down and bemoan the disruption. But, not these boys. Their second half
performance was one the best I’ve witnessed and definitely the most gutsy. But the real measure of this team was their ability to put
the disappointment behind them and off the back of five-in-a-row O’Donoghue Cups win the delayed 2010 County League, win
back to back County Championships, come back and win that Munster Club Championship and now look forward to a possible trip
to Croke Park next St Patrick’s Day.
The Gala Banquet was an occasion that could never
be repeated, the glamour, the stars, the photo’s, the
ticker tape, the entertainment and what about Connie
Murphy and the rest of the ’92 boys’ rendition of
“No Woman, No Cry”. But most of all it was the
atmosphere and friendship of kindred spirits,
comrades in arms, Clubmates.
The Under 21 boys thrilled us all with their many marvellous performances to take the County Championship. Every game seemed
to pile the odds against us, injured players, players unavailable, divisional team after divisional team. These lads took no heed and
powered ahead to attain ultimate glory and win the Championship and all our hearts. The Minors were involved in the final stages
of every competition. A different referee in some games and Dr Crokes could have had a clean sweep of Championships. The
Junior Team brought home another O’Sullivan Cup to match last year’s for their contribution to our 125 Celebrations.
St Patrick’s Day Parade was another highlight of the year. A huge Crokes contingent turned out to parade behind our banner, proud
to be a part and proud to wear our colours in public procession. Fantastic floats and members of all ages, displayed all aspects of
the Club’s activities, marching behind our banner and the Club’s major silverware.
The hurlers and ladies footballers were very active during the year, as was the Scór contingent. Our website got a new makeover
and was re-launched - a dynamic new look, easier to use and more colourful. We continue to stream our games live and produce
reports about Club activities.
Crokes’ juvenile teams did us proud throughout the year, bringing home many titles. One that stands out is the Under 14 hurlers,
who won the Division 1 County League - the first Division 1 victory for our hurling fraternity. It is great to see young talent
coming through the Club. Our future is very secure.
The County Board acknowledged Crokes position as a leading Club in the County and to celebrate our 125, they held April’s
delegate meeting in our Clubhouse. Our leading Club status was also evident from the number of Crokes players, who donned the
Green and Gold during the year at all levels. We were also well represented in the Kerry Football Backroom Team and Kerry
Hurling Management Teams, on the County Board, Kerry Hurling Development Steering Group and Fitzgerald Stadium Committee.
The jewel in the Crown was the election of Patrick O’Sullivan as Chairman of the County Board.
During the year the Club organised special 125 blitzes for both hurling and football. The Saturday Morning Academy goes from
strength to strength, with greater numbers participating in both codes. More and more mentors are qualifying and offering their
services to the Club. Games with the likes of Stacks, Rahillies and Castleisland allowed our young footballers display their skills,
while hurlers travelled to Newtownshandrum, Kenmare and Killgarvan.
So, what would our founding fathers think of their Club today? I think they would be very pleased. They could not but be
pleased at the Club’s success in 2011 at every level in all codes. The organisation and structure of the Club is second to none and
the support and participation by the “ordinary” Club member, the backbone of the Club is superb. The membership of Dr Crokes
reaches out and is an influence at County, Munster and National level. Membership of Dr Croke is not just about playing games,
it’s about an ethos, a way of life, a cultural movement, expressed and experienced through the medium of our national games.
Yes our founding fathers would be very pleased.
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COACHING OFFICER REPORT
It is with great pleasure I write this report as Coaching Officer of one of the most progressive clubs in the Country. As this is my
first year in the post, I felt a huge responsibility to carry on the great work done by my predecessors. With great help from everyone
involved we started many new projects and continued many existing ones.
With enormous help from Pat O’Shea and Vince Cooper we began the year with a two night training program for all our under-age
coaches. This gave everyone a foundation level under our own tutoring. Pat also took a more advanced session with our U-14 and
16 coaches. Everyone who completed the course were given a club folder with flip-charts of all the skills, with more information
regarding training methods. They also received a very beneficial dvd on basic skills and a more advanced training session, both were
superbly put together by Pat O’Shea.
Each coach was also given discs with small sided games and training modules to help them expand their knowledge. We are
currently in the process of expanding this folder with more advanced information and portable flip-charts for more expansive work.
Our aim is to always improve the information and equipment made available to all our coaches. With the help of Peter O’Brien we
also ran goalkeeping sessions with all our goalkeepers. We supplied them with a goalkeeping manual and I'm currently distributing a
similar dvd to them.
Having observed all our age groups both training and playing this year, there is again a step forward by everyone. The basic skills
are quiet good by all our groups and our overall aim to have everyone of an age at a required skill level is well on schedule.
We got fantastic assistance from Kathleen Fitzgerald who helped us with running technique and drills for all ages, while Denis
Coleman also gave us great help with defensive and dispossessing drills. I hope to expand these further this year also. I want to
thank both Kathleen and Denis for all their help. We do have a few new projects we intend introducing as the year begins.
I would like to thank on all the coaches for all their cooperation and communication last year, also to both Snr and Juvenile
committees for all their help. Vince Cooper has always been tremendous to us and vital to our structure. His help and advice has
been greatly appreciated.
Sincere thanks to Pat O’Shea for his time and expertise in helping me with my duties. He was always available for anything I
needed and I'm very grateful to him for that. Without Pat instigating these projects from day one, we as a club wouldn't be
anywhere near where we are now... Thanks to everyone for their assistance last year, here’s hoping for another prosperous year on
the playing and training fields.
Mise,
John O’Shea

GOLF SOCIETY
Captain, Noel Parker & President, Eamonn Fitzgerald ensured that our 18th year with 8 outings was another enjoyable year on the
fairways of Kerry.
Kieran Cremin, Lackabane, Eamonn Fitzgerald, Dingle Brian Looney Captains Prize in Killeen, John Brosnan, Presidents Prize in
Dooks, John O’Leary Kenmare & Peter O’Brien Mahony’s Point were the individual winners .
Seamie O’Connor won the Golfer of the Year as our most consistent golfer, just piping Joe Sheehan on the last day.
I would like to thank our sponsors Tom & Mary O’Donoghue, Maurice O’Donoghue, Niall & Eoin Brosnan, Paudie O’Callaghan,
Mike Buckley, Patrick & Eddie O’Sullivan and Vincent Casey.
John Keogh & PJ Lawlor put a lot of work into the Masters Challenge which is a great fund raiser for the club.
The committee of Vincent Casey, John McEnery, Michael Howard, Ger O’Shea & Brendan Keogh were as usual efficient. Brian
Clarke Joe Sheehan Fergal Keogh all helped out on various days.
Our Captain from 2005, Denis Coffey sadly passed away during the year. His wit & stories will be missed in the various 19th holes
that we play. May he rest in peace.
Lastly I would like to wish our Captain for 2012 Martin Byrnes and President Tom O’Donoghue all the best for the year ahead.
Best wishes to all for the New Year especially to our Senior team.
Liam Hartnett
Secretary
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SCÓR REPORT
Scor participation continues to flourish within the Dr. Crokes Club. Scor continues to be promoted at every opportunity within the
club and I will take this opportunity to express my appreciation to the following; Executive Officers, Club Officials, PRO and
Events Committee. Everyone is encouraged to become involved and there is a role or opportunity for every member.
The many talents that our club members have are fantastic and the Scor organisation is a great opportunity to show and share these
skills. Our club continues to promote an active participation from club members. Time and effort are involved in preparing and
training for the various competitions and my thanks to the trainers and parents for their support and encouragement.
The 2011 year began with Scor Sinsear in February at Fossa Community Centre. Matt O’Neill did a wonderful Recitation called
‘Dancing Cliona’. The club had a senior Question Time Team of Mickey Joe Burns, Daniel Healy and Noreen Cooper. Jackie
Looney continues to train the group. Thanks and appreciation to all the above people.
Scor na bPaisti was also held in Fossa on 5th March. This competition is confined to Primary School children.
Figure Dancing; :
Recitation;
Question Time;
Set dancing;
Ballad group;

Chloe Bartlett, Siobhan Burns, Aine Connolly, Christine Cooper, Eleana Galvin, Jessica Galvin,
Jessica O’Sullivan and Saoirse O’Connor. Congratulations on achieving 2nd place.
Fiona Galvin.
James Kelly, Alison Keogh, Luke Ring, Sarah Riordan and Rebeckah Burton.
Siobhan Burns, Leah Lyne, Roisin O’Hare Doherty, Siabhdh Chathaigh, Peter O’Shea, Cathal,
Fionnbharr and Cillian Hickey. Congratulations to this group who were in 2nd place.
Siobhan Burns, Saoirse O’Connor, Aine, Thomas and Seamus Connolly. Congratulations to this
group who were awarded 1st. place and went on to represent the club in the County Final on 27th
March. There was great support for them at this event.

Scor Na nOg U17 competition was held in Rathmore on
12th Nov. Chelsea Coffey and Rebecca O’Shea joined
the figure dancers and the set dancers also took part.
All the above were invited to the annual juvenile Medal
Presentation held in December in the clubhouse where
they were presented with Scor Medals by Shane Myers
and Fionn Fitzgerald. Thanks to Terry Potts and Matt
O’Neill for all their help.
To conclude, I urge people to become involved in the
cultural side of the GAA, to continue to support and
develop our club and remember, there is a role for
everyone not just on the stage.
Gerardine Lyne

DEVELOPMENT REPORT
Development work this past year involved reseeding the 2nd pitch and seeding the sand pitch. Many thanks to the coaches and
players for your co-operation and patience during this period.
In April we sanded and verti-drained the main pitch. We also introduced a new fertilizing programme for the pitches after
having the soil tested.
We qualified for a sanding grant from the Munster Council. This was applied for and we received €2,000.
Our Fas scheme was extended in November for another 12 months. I would like to thank Tim O'Sullivan
and Larry Hickey for their outstanding contribution.
We hosted a number of high profile games namely the semi-final and final of the McGrath Cup, the Munster Colleges Final
and the Munster Club Semi-Final in 2011. A big thank you to all the stewards and the Events Committee for making these
fixtures a resounding success.
Der Brosnan,
Development Officer.
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EVENTS COMMITTEE REPORT
The events committee joined forces with the 125 Committee for the year with Der Brosnan at the helm to keep us on course.
Fr. Paddy got our year off to a great start in January with a 125 Celebration Mass at the clubhouse. This was quickly followed
by our juvenile medal presentation, with plenty medals distributed and lovely refreshments enjoyed.
The 125 Banquet in February in the INEC was an overwhelming success. At the drinks reception we had our annual awards
presented, the recipients were: Club Person: Vince Casey, Supporter: Fr Tom Looney, Senior Player: Shane Myers, Junior
Player: PJ Lawlor, Young Player: Chris Brady, Hurler: Keith Curtin & Ladies Player: Joanne Spillane.
Mícheál Ó Muircheartaigh took on the role of MC. Uachtaran CLG Christy Cooney
and Chathaoirligh CLG Chiarrai Jerome Conway in their address to the attendance
of over 600 paid tributes to the club on their wonderful achievements. Club Patron
Murt O’Shea and President John Moynihan jointly cut the 125 celebration cake.
The entertainment on the night was tremendous opening with the Trant sisters who
entertained the assembled during the meal, funny man Alan Shortt had everyone in
stitches with his lampooning of politicians and other high profile individuals and
kept everyone in a jovial mood. World renowned Accordion player Liam O’Connor
and his troupe were again sensational and of course the dancing duo of Chairman
Vince and Patrick O’Sullivan added to the enjoyment. The main band of the evening
was “ THE SHOWBAND” who provided hours of entertainment with out as much
as a moments break. DJ Botty was on hand to get the disco to a high level and the
highlight was the impromptu sing song between the members of the 1992 team and
present. After this Jason Fallon was on hand to keep things going to a very late/early
hour. The Management and staff of the INEC outdid themselves with the quality of food served at the banquet a special mention
should go to Liam Kealy, who worked closely with Anne and Der in the preparations for the night. An enjoyable report on the night
by Matt O’Neill can be read on the clubs website.
The club won the best sporting group in this years St. Patrick’s Day parade winning the overall prize of the ‘John Killer
O’Callaghan Cup. There was a huge turnout of juveniles and adult marchers on the day, the giant 125 cake was a fine masterpiece
and thanks to Karen Bruton and Mary Brosnan for their wonderful artwork. Thanks to the Clear Air Boys and all the club members
who helped out. Joe O’Shea’s giant picture posters were a big talking point among the spectators through the town, overall a great
club effort paid off with the presentation of silverware.
During March and April the ladies were kept extremely busy with the club having the honour of hosting the Munster Colleges Final
and also the Seamus McIntyre Memorial Garda Hurling Blitz many thanks to all who helped out, both days were a huge success.
Our annual BBQ again was a wonderful gathering with a huge crowd in attendance, all were well fed under the watchful eye of
masterchef Pat Kenneally and his crew, Seamie, Karl and Der made sure no one was thirsty and Kathleen Fitzgerald kept the
younger generation well entertained on the field. Jackie O’Mahoney wasn’t left on his own to sing with plenty members keen to join
in. The Co. U21 cup was a big hit for photos on the day with club members. Thanks to everyone who helped with the set up and
again the clean up as always it is much appreciated.
We had a fun morning in August providing teas for our members and visitors to the Tom Dunne Newstalk show presented by Sile
Seoige. The Rose of Tralee was in attendance and the ladies in the kitchen all looked fabulous trying on her tiara for size, pity there
is an age limit for entering! O’Sullivans brack and Murphys ice cream went down a treat.
The annual Halloween disco had us all in the horrors with some very scary costumes and face paints on display, the juvenile
members enjoyed the refreshments provided and danced and sang along to DJ Laurences Playlist, well done Laurence for stepping
in and doing a great job for us, Thank you.!
Our annual mass was celebrated by Fr Paddy and a large crowd was in attendance, all enjoying the cupan tae and chat afterwards.
Thanks to Buckleys for providing the bus for the annual trip to Ardfert for the retreat and to Kathleen, Mella and Tadhgie for
organizing this.
The club hosted the Munster club semi final against Kilmurry / Ibrickane and what a great day it turned out to be both on and off the
field a huge effort was put in by the club and indeed by our own events committee, a special word of thanks must go to our young
shopkeepers the weather wasn’t kind to us but no one packed up shop early, well done girls.
The Christmas Quiz was another great success with Richard’s video providing plenty of smiles and proud moments for parents
and grandparents. Der again kept the committee and masterminds on their toes as quizmaster. Thanks to the Tatler Jack for the
refreshments and all who donated spot prizes on the night. Well done to the hard working IT committee who launched the club’s
new look website on the night.
Our final Juvenile event was our Christmas disco, Pat O’Shea ensured the floor stayed full of dancers with his festive selection of
music. Santa Clause was a big hit with the children, especially baby Mia who came for her first Christmas photo with ‘Daddy
Christmas’ they were all thrilled to receive a selection box from Santa, A big thank you to Ian Cronin of icphotos for ensuring
everyone had a photo taken with Santa and the Co. and Munster cups, all we were short of was a fall of snow!!!!
We served loaves and loaves of bread and more tea than Mrs. Doyle to our senior team all year and we hope they will keep us busy
right up until March 17th!
Finally, I would like to thank everyone for their help all year, it is wonderful to see how much time and effort everyone is willing to
put into our club.
Frances O’Sullivan
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FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT
This was a relatively quiet year on the fundraising front given the current economic climate. We held our regular annual draws for
the four Major Golf Tournaments, beginning with the Masters in April, and they again proved to be a major contributor to the club
funds, attracting over €20,000 in revenue before prizes. Well done to the dedicated team led by Liam Hartnett and P. J. Lawlor who
put in huge effort into making these draws the success they are.
The golf classic this year was also a major success, with a large entry of teams, generating income of over €21,000 and a most
enjoyable day out. After prizes and expenses, we had a net €15,300 in the account. Huge credit must go to Vince and the excellent
Dr. Crokes Golf Society for their efficient running of the event which has now become a stable fundraiser for the club.
We held an evening at Killarney Races in July incorporating a meal and entertainment by Jason Fallon. It was a great fun event and
the weather outside made the punters even happier than normal, helping us to raise almost €4,000 profit in the process.
The Clear Air Boys contributed to the club’s coffers again this year, and the money received went into the maintenance of the main
pitch, the re-seeding and vast improvement of the second pitch and the seeding of the sanded area which has now become an ideal
surface for pre-season training and warm up sessions under lights. The club owes them a great debt of gratitude for not only
enhancing the players physiques through the gym equipment, but planning for the future with the best playing surfaces in the county.
In October, we availed of the Scrap Saturday scheme where a large number of members lent their support to the collecting of scrap
metal earning the club a tidy €2,500 in the process. Well done to Niall O Mara and his team for this fine effort.
There are an increased number of advertising signs around the perimeter of the main pitch again this year, and we thank all those
who continue to support the club in this way, including Ladbrokes who took on the advertising of the electronic score-board, as well
as donating €1,500 for the race night.
After our second county final win in a row, we were again supported by a large number of local businesses in organising a victory
lunch in the Brehon Hotel the day after the match, which was attended by the victorious team and their partners and it was lovely to
see our President, John Moynihan, making a guest appearance.
The team that organises the weekly Lotto have made great strides in increasing the revenues from the club’s primary fundraiser, and
this year in particular has seen the success of the lotto go from strength to strength. Well done to all concerned.
There are many other fundraisers such as the church gate collection, shop sales, rental of the clubhouse and pitches, and bag packing
in the larger retail outlets, which take place throughout the year, all of which help to defray the running expenses of the club, and in
difficult economic times, we have been able to meet all our costs, commitments and financial obligations due to the tireless work of
many people too numerous to mention.
In conclusion, we lost both Denis Coffey and Patsy Courtney during 2011, and both in their own way helped greatly over the years
in raising monies for a club they loved dearly. May their spirit of generosity be a guiding light for future generations.
On behalf of the Finance Committee, may we thank them and everybody who gave of their time and energy in steering the club in
the right fiscal direction over the past twelve months,
Mike Buckley.

A.S.A.P. (ALCOHOL & SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION) REPORT
During 2011 the A.S.A.P. Policy for the Club was ratified by the Executive and is currently up on the website.
The intention of the policy both at club and National level is to promote health and safety in a mature manner, with regard to the
consumption of alcohol and other substances. It also aims to provide safeguards for individuals, club officials, coaches and all
those involved when abuse occurs. With regard to this, all individuals involved in team management will be made aware of the
procedures to be followed when situations arise.
Going forward, it is envisaged that these policies will be subject to review as the need arises and also new polices will be put in
place to promote and assist the club where possible.
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Kerry Senior Champions & Munster Club Champions 2011

CLUB OFFICERS 2011
OUTGOING OFFICERS 2011:
Patron:

Murt O’Shea.

President:

John Moynihan.

Vice-Presidents:

Paddy O’Shea, Dan Kelliher, Patsy Courtney,
Patrick O’Sullivan, Bridie O’Shea, Fr. Tom Looney,
Donie Sheahan, Niall Keogh, Eddie O’Sullivan,
Liam Murphy, Paddy O’Shea, Fr. Paddy O’Donoghue,
Jackie Looney.

Chairman:

Vincent Casey.

Vice-Chairman:

Terry Potts.

Secretary:

Aine McMahon.

Assistant Secretary:

Ger O`Shea.

Joint Treasurers:

Moss Harmon, Niall O’Mara.

Finance Officer:

Mike Buckley.

P.R.O.:

John Keogh.

Development Officer:

Der Brosnan.

Registrar:

Liam Hartnett.

Scór Officer:

Geraldine Lyne.

Childrens Officer:

Eileen Buckley. (Not Elected: Appointed as per rule)

Co. Board Delegate:

John Keogh, Matt O`Neill.

East Kerry Board Delegate: Donie O’Leary, P.J.O’Brien.
The Executive is completed with a nominee from
Hurlers and Events Committee.
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